Recent studies have shown that the Land Surface Temperature (LST) data measured by Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-Radiometer (MODIS) from both the Terra and Aqua platforms can be successfully used for linear regression estimates of daily maximum and minimum air temperatures at a local scale. Incorporation of these estimates into spatial interpolation schemes results in accuracy improvement of the surface air temperature, provided that the correlation coefficient (R) between the air temperature and LST is rather high. The purpose of this work was to examine the importance of pixel resolution (1.0 and 5.0 km 2 ), satellite overpass time, season, land cover type, and the vegetation fraction (depending on the view zenith angle of the MODIS instrument) in controlling the observed level of R. The relative contribution of these factors in producing R variations has been assessed over the state of Mississippi during 2000-2004. Similarly, the sensitivity analysis of the difference between daily maximum and minimum air temperatures and LST to the same factors was performed. Results from these analyses have shown that R and the average difference between temperatures exhibited rather consistent variations depending on the above factors. The difference between maximum air temperature and LST increased linearly with the view angle (having typical range of 1-2°C for angle changes from 0° to ±65°) and remained constant or slightly decreased for daily air minimum temperatures. Both Terra and Aqua 1.0 km 2 LST exhibited a small but persistent increase of R between the air temperature and LST as compared with that of using 5.0 km 2 LST. Changing from Terra to Aqua LST did not alter significantly estimated values of R. This result suggested that the time difference between the moment of the satellite overpass and the time when maximum or minimum air temperature was observed was not critical for controlling the R value between the air temperature and LST at the involved spatial scales.
INTRODUCTION
The air temperature (T a ) of the surface atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) represents an important element of a regional climate (Oke, 1987; Garratt, 1992) . Therefore, daily maximum and minimum values of T a are commonly used as an input in various environmental applications, including agricultural/forestry (Reddy et al., 1997; Régnière, 1996) and ecological models (Focks et al., 1995) to predict likely changes at field-and landscape-level attributes. The overall and differential spatial performance of these models is essentially dependent on the spatial/local accuracy of T a fields (Reddy et al., 2002) . Because routine meteorological observations (NOAA NCDC, 2004 ) are available at discrete points in space, typically separated by a distance of 30-50 km or more, a spatial interpolation is necessary to produce T a data with a resolution ≤1.0 km 2 .
Different interpolation schemes ranging from rather simple distance-weighted procedures to advanced methods utilizing knowledge about the observed spatial statistical structure of interpolated fields (Cressie, 1991) , known as kriging interpolators, have been suggested and used for T a estimates between observation points. Regional regression and kriging schemes (Bolstad et al., 1998; Florio et al., 2004) have been proven to be the most usable interpolators for daily or monthly averaged T a fields.
The interpolation accuracy of both methods can be improved by the incorporation of any additional covariates related to T a . Previous studies (Florio et al., 2004) demonstrated that use of Land Surface Temperature (LST) measured from a satellite as an additional covariate resulted in an improvement of T a spatial estimates quality over the areas not covered with meteorological observations. The overall accuracy of temperature spatial interpolation using regional regression and kriging methods is about the same, with a typical value around 2°C. However, rather limited experiences of using LST in regression and kriging interpolation schemes, based mainly on Landsat and Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer thermal infrared bands measurements, have been reported in literature. Unlike these satellite data, measurements from Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectro-Radiometer (MODIS; MODIS, 2001 ) provide more comprehensive sets of LST products available from two platforms (Terra and Aqua), both with different spatial resolution (1.0 and 5.0 km 2 ). An approach has recently been suggested for spatial interpolation of T a and T s fields that involves a special fitting procedure of thin-plate smoothing spline to represent spatially distributed data available over a limited number of observation points (Prince et al., 2000) . This method is of particular importance for the interpolation of noisy fields.
Remotely sensed LST has been amply used for field-and regional-scale estimates of the surface heat flux Kustas et al., 1999) , and much experience has been gained in this area. A rather close empirical relationship has been found between the local vegetation fractions described by the normalized vegetation index (NDVI) and surface skin temperature (Prihodko and Goward, 1997) . Based on this finding, a method was developed to estimate T a using remotely sensed LST and vegetation indices (Prince et al., 1998) . This approach is known as the thermalvegetation index (TVX) procedure, providing an estimate of a root mean square error in the range of 3-4°C for T a . Much progress has also been achieved in integrating LST data into surface soil-vegetation/plant-ABL transfer (SVAT) models, resulting in the accuracy improvement of spatial representation for basic environmental variables (Houborg and Soegaard, 2004) . Generally, not only LST, but also other remotely sensed surface and atmospheric parameters (including biophysical characteristics of vegetation and their combinations) are assimilated into SVAT models. An example of improving yield prediction mapping by using leaf area index (LAI) estimates from MODIS surface spectral reflectance measurements and by assimilating these estimates into a crop simulation model has been reported by Doraiswamy et al. (2004) .
The main objective of this study was to investigate point correlations between daily maximum/minimum air temperatures (available from operational measurements at the surface network of meteorological stations) and various MODIS LST products having different spatial resolutions and overpass times. It is important to evaluate seasonal and spatial variations of these correlations because they represent a necessary empirical basis for statistical interpolation methods including regional regression and kriging models, which use LST data to predict T a . These methods cannot be applied successfully if correlations are low. A statistically based approach has been adopted in this study because it is quite difficult to properly consider different factors affecting LST remote sensing estimates and formulate a reliable physical model for accurate prediction of daily max/min T a from LST data. A summary of these interacting factors, which control LST value, has been readily illustrated by Sandholt et al. (2002) . Clear benefits of using remotely sensed LST for statistical estimating of daily max/ min air temperatures have been documented in previous similar studies (Kawashima et al., 2000; Jones et al., 2004; Park et al., 2005) . Jones et al. (2004) showed that statistical forecasting of daily minima from MODIS LST (late evening and night overpasses) could result in a better accuracy of predicted values and give more spatial details in comparison with National Weather Service operational forecasts and diagnostic fields based on surface observations. Statistical relationships between LST and the daily maximum of T a and association of their difference with water budget factors have been reported recently by Park et al. (2005) . The above studies are not numerous, covering only limited periods ranging from several days to a season. Therefore, a more comprehensive comparison in terms of extended temporal coverage (several years) and use of LST products from various satellite platforms with different spatial resolution (1.0 and 5.0 km 2 ) 2 is certainly relevant. It can be expected that the results of this comparison may facilitate a user's choice of the appropriate satellite platform and resolution among various LST MODIS products.
It should be clear that remotely sensed LST with a thermal infra-red (TIR) sensor is essentially the directional surface radiometric (temperature) or surface skin temperature (Norman and Becker, 1995; Jin et al., 1997) . Note that symbols T s and LST will be applied equally for this temperature throughout the paper. The adjective "directional," indicating angle dependence of surface emissivity, is generally omitted from the LST definition. LST spatial distribution depends critically on variations in surface characteristics, including the vegetation fraction/index (Gallo et al., 1993) . Additionally, Kawashima et al. (2000) has shown a strong linear relationship between the minimum air temperature and NDVI. Therefore, another important goal of this study was to examine the relative role of environmental and instrument-related factors in controlling correlation levels between point observations of T a and spatially aggregated LST data. The LAI and vegetation fraction, cover type, and MODIS instrument view angle and aggregation scale were among these factors (Campbell and Norman, 1998) . Numerous previous studies have shown that distribution of remotely sensed LST at 1.0 km 2 resolution is highly correlated with vegetation fraction and cover density/ greenness measured in terms of NDVI over the regions having typical extent of several hundred kilometers (Price, 1990; Hope et al., 2005 ). An empirical approach in conjunction with simple analytical estimates was applied for the sensitivity analysis of T a -LST relationship to these factors. Results of this sensitivity study are also critical for an adequate interpretation of satellite-derived LST data, in particular, when performing analysis of inter-annual variability of LST sets to assess the climate change (Jin and Dickinson, 2002) . This study was performed over an area spanning 4.0° in longitude and 5.5° in latitude, encompassing the entire state of Mississippi and small parts of adjacent states' territories. Both in situ surface observations of the air temperature and MODIS LST data were selected for the period from June 2000 to the end of 2004. Obtaining T a values from LST data using a linear regression between them is a rather simple and straightforward procedure that has been well described in detail in numerous previous studies (e.g., Kawashima et al. 2000) . Both T a and T s are involved in the surface energy equation (Garratt, 1992 ) that can be used for analytical estimates of an expected relationship between them. An example of such estimates was documented by Gao (1995) , and was used in this study. Another attractive feature of the surface energy equation is that it can be applied for spatial interpolation of involved terms or variables (Gash, 1987) .
METHODS

Surface Observations
Observations of daily maximum and minimum air temperature at 161 surface stations were used to assess statistical relationships between T a and LST values at station locations. The validated surface meteorological data for these stations were obtained from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) online archive (NOAA NCDC, 2004) . The study area and locations of the chosen stations are shown in Figure 1 . The air temperature values refer to the observation height (approximately 1.5 m above ground), often called shelter height. Of 161 selected stations, approximately 30 were reporting T a hourly and were used in this study.
MODIS LST and LAI
Two groups of MODIS LST products with 1.0 km 2 (fine) and 5.0 km 2 (coarse) resolutions were used. They represent current validated version (v004) and were available globally at approximately 10:30 AM/PM (Terra) and 1:30 AM/PM (Aqua) local solar time. Table 1 provides a summary of the MODIS LST products used. Two basic approaches were adopted for retrieving LST from TIR MODIS clear-sky measurements: a generalized split window algorithm for fine resolution (Wan and Dozier, 1996) and a physics-based day/night method (Wan and Li, 1997) for coarse-resolution data was applied. The physical basis of both MODIS LST retrieving algorithms has been described in detail by Wan (1999) . The MODIS LST HDF-files (MODIS, 2001) were downloaded from the Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC). Terra files were available from June 2000 and Aqua files from July 2002. The split-window method described by Wan and Dozier (1996) requires measurements from two TIR bands; the surface emissivity, ε, is assumed to be known at every 1.0 km 2 pixel, and it is specified from the land-cover type data that is based on the MODIS land product (MOD12C1). The a priori knowledge of the land-cover type classification-based ε is essential for the accurate retrieval of LSTs. This database for ε relies on homogeneity of the surface properties within the pixel. In many cases, the actual surface of the 1.0 km 2 pixel exhibits a certain heterogeneity; therefore, as noted by Wan et al. (2004) , errors might occur in specifying ε from land cover types, especially in arid and semi-arid areas, where overestimates of ε are often observed. The same authors indicated that another source of uncertainty in the application of the split-window algorithm was a deficiency of understanding the emissivity variations with the instrument view angle. Testing results of this algorithm showed that the accuracy of LST estimate was less than 1°K over homogeneous surfaces such as water, crop, and grassland surfaces (Wan et al., 2004) .
A pair of daytime and nighttime MODIS coarse-resolution measurements taken under clear-sky conditions in seven TIR bands has been used in the physics-based day/night algorithm for retrieving both LSTs and surface emissivities (Wan and Li, 1997) . The algorithm involved a solution of 14 nonlinear equations, and the whole range of the MODIS instrument zenith view angle (0°-65°) was binned into five unequal intervals 3 to represent a view-angle dependence of ε. The physics-based method also showed remarkable performance with a typical LST accuracy of 1°K over homogeneous surfaces and an increase in uncertainty of LST estimates when substantial variations of temperature occurred within 5.0 km 2 pixel. Wan et al. (2002) , having accounted for the intrinsic features of both algorithms and results of comparisons with in situ observations suggested using LST split-window 1.0 km 2 product over water bodies, snow/ice, and densely vegetated surfaces and the 5.0 km 2 LST data retrieved from the physics-based method over bare soil or over surfaces with sparse vegetation. Physical and computational aspects of the abovementioned algorithms have been subjected to permanent improvement by their authors, and soon a new version (v005) of advanced-quality MODIS LST products will be available for the scientific community. LST products (MOD11C1 and MYD11C1) generated on the regular latitude-longitude grid also assimilate 1.0 km 2 observations over the 5.0 km 2 pixels with missing data, thus providing substantially better spatial and temporal coverage (according to our estimates, it is higher by 25-30% on average) as compared with that of fine-and coarse-resolution LST products only. Here we are primarily interested in the analysis and further utilization of MOD11C1 and MYD11C1 products because they virtually represent 0.05° × 0.05° latitude-longitude averaging/generalization of both resolutions of LST data. For comparison with T a , LST data have been interpolated to station locations shown in Figure 1 . The nearest neighbor and the bilinear interpolators (with weightings inversely proportional to the distance) were used for 1.0 and 5.0 km 2 products, respectively.
The MODIS green LAI product (MOD15A2), represented by eight-day average values with fine-resolution data, was used in this study to estimate the fractional vegetation cover, which also depends on the view zenith angle of the MODIS instrument. The MODIS LAI algorithm is based on the numerical solution of the radiativetransfer equation (Knyazikhin et al., 1998) . Depending on the input surface spectral reflectance and on their uncertainties and on the vegetation canopy type (biome), results of the solution are organized in the form of look-up tables that provide efficient basis for retrieving LAI fields. Only six biome types were used to represent global variability of vegetation cover corresponding to 1.0 km 2 resolution. A preliminary study of MODIS LAI quality has shown the exceptional performance of this product in reproducing spatially averaged LAI estimates generated from independent highresolution (30 m) measurements . Because of the heterogeneous nature of fine-resolution pixels (they often contain more than one vegetation class), an adequate aggregation of sub-pixel variability represents an attractive property of the current MODIS LAI algorithm.
Also, because the definition of the fractional vegetation cover depends on the vegetation density and how it is distributed within the pixel (Gutman and Ignatov, 1998) , the LAI and the vegetation fraction are not completely independent parameters (Carlson and Ripley, 1997) . This nontrivial topic requires special consideration, which is beyond the scope of the present paper. Details of LAI dependence on the scale ranging from 1.0 km to 64 km and heterogeneity of a pixel have been published by Tian et al. (2002) . Although it was more common to estimate fractional vegetation cover from NDVI, here we have used MODIS LAI for this purpose (Gallo and Daughtry, 1987; Wittich and Hansing, 1995; Gutman and Ignatov, 1998; Zeng et al., 2000) . This approach was adopted because it facilitated an interpretation of viewangle-dependent LST measurements representing the TIR signal as a superposition of the vegetation component and a corresponding part originating from the background soil. View-angle-dependent estimates of the vegetation fraction from LAI are readily accepted by the research community, especially over completely vegetated canopies (Campbell and Norman, 1998; Friedl, 2002) . Estimates of the vegetation fraction from NDVI and LAI should produce similar results if the view zenith angle of the TIR sensor is close to the nadir and both estimates represent only an approximate measure of ground truth.
Energy Balance of the Surface and (T a -T s ) Difference
The difference between T a and T s (∆ = T a -T s ) represents an important parameter of regional climate, which controls the partition of available energy flux, mainly represented by net solar radiation (Rn), between sensible heat and other fluxes within the surface layer. Also, it can be considered as a footprint influenced by other surface parameters such as albedo, roughness, vegetation canopy type, and soil physical properties. All of these parameters, including delta temperature, are interrelated through a fundamental energy conservation law applied for the surface layer, known as the surface energy balance (Oke, 1987) . Therefore, before performing a statistical analysis between T a and T s , it would be instructive to consider ∆ estimates from the surface balance equation and then use these estimates as a guideline for the interpretation of correlation/regression features between T a and T s . The surface energy equation can be written as:
where H and LE are vertical turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat, respectively, R l is the downward flux of longwave radiation, ε is the emissivity of the surface, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and G is the soil heat flux. At least two basic approaches can be applied for estimating H and LE turbulent fluxes within the ABL containing a vegetation canopy. One is known as a bulk method that relates sensible heat flux to ∆ and represents a rather simple modeling approach describing the vertical transfer of energy without partitioning of H and LE fluxes into specific land surface cover types. This approach represents the local surface area as one element, implying an implicit aggregation of various surface components over that area. The method is known as the bulk approach and has been successfully adopted by Voogt and Grimmond (2000) for the modeling of urban heat fluxes. A more advanced methodology known as SVAT, which describes the vertical exchange of momentum, heat, and moisture and accounts for the local horizontal heterogeneity within ABL, also could be applied. SVAT modeling involves locally explicit and separate consideration of various types of vegetation and soil/land surfaces; although it includes numerous external adjustable parameters (and sometimes it is very difficult to specify them accurately) describing physical properties of vegetation and land/soil. Numerous useful simplifications of SVAT models have been also suggested to assimilate remotely sensed atmospheric and land parameters (e.g., Friedl 1995; Houborg and Soegaard, 2004) .
Bulk Approach
The bulk procedure for describing momentum and heat vertical fluxes is relevant and beneficial when the nature of the problem under study does not require an independent consideration of vegetation and bare land surfaces at involved spatial scales. For example, the vertical sensible heat flux can be expressed as follows (Garratt, 1992; Sun et al., 1999; Mahrt and Vickers, 2004) :
where C H is the exchange coefficient for heat at level z where observations of the wind speed U and T a are available, T 0 is the air temperature close to the surface at level z 0h that is the roughness length for heat, ρ is the air density, C p is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, Ri is the bulk Richardson number for the surface ABL, and z 0m is the roughness length for momentum. The coefficient C H can be evaluated analytically from the universal approximations suggested by Louis (1979) to an accurate but not analytical description of C H from the ABL similarity theory (Garratt, 1992) for a given set of Ri, z, z 0m , and z 0h parameters.
For the purpose of H estimating from remotely sensed T s data, the equation (2) can be simply accommodated as (Sun and Mahrt, 1995) :
where C HR is the radiometric exchange coefficient that accounts for substitution of T 0 by T s in the expression (2). It is important to note that unlike C H , the coefficient C HR cannot be evaluated from the universal ABL functions involving Ri, z, z 0m , and z 0h parameters (Sun and Mahrt, 1995) . Using a linear empirical relationship between G and R n (G = βR n , where β is an empirical constant), expression (3), and first-order Taylor approximation for the T s 4 term, the energy balance of the surface can be rewritten as:
where R s is the solar radiation flux at the surface and a is the surface albedo. The temperature in the surface balance should be expressed in Kelvin. A similar, but more general, approach was developed by Gao (1995) mainly for T a assessment, using satellite observations for the remaining terms/variables involved in the balance. He used a second-order Taylor approximation both for T s 4 and LE terms and assumed a saturation condition for the water vapor at the surface having temperature T s . A universal application of this condition could be questioned because it is certainly valid for specific surface types only; therefore, we did not apply a Taylor expansion for the LE term.
For a given set of R s , LE, and other terms, equation (4) can be used to estimate the difference between air and surface temperatures (∆). Under clear skies, radiation energy components (R s and R l ) vary gradually and rather slowly in space as compared with LE component, a, T s , and wind speed variables, which typically can experience quick and sharp changes over relatively small distances of about 1.0 km. These sudden changes are modulated by corresponding spatial variations of the surface's physical properties depending on soil moisture, vegetation cover type, and surface roughness and shape alternations that can be traced very effectively by remote sensing instruments. The magnitude of ∆ is controlled by the positive difference between R s (1-a) and LE over mid-latitude/subtropical grasslands (Brutsaert, 1982) during late morning and early afternoon hours. Other terms in equation (4) produced substantially minor impacts on ∆. With this simplification, it is almost clear that one can expect a linear relationship between T a and T s temperatures from equation (4) in the following form: T a = T s + const, having the slope equal to one. Indeed, as it will be shown further, empirical relationships between T a and T s manifest the slope, which is approximately equal to one . Equation (4) essentially describes the surface energy budget of a point size (Friedl, 2002) , implying a horizontal homogeneity within ABL/vegetation and underlying soil columns. Applying the equation with remotely sensed LSTs required a spatial averaging to provide pixel-aggregated estimates of T s .
Averaging Effects
A spatial averaging of the non-linear elements produces additional terms proportional to covariations between variables involved (Equation 4). Because the main goal of this section is to illustrate qualitatively the effect of averaging, symbolic forms for LE and G terms are retained for the sake of simplicity. The use of usual gradient-flux forms for these terms will only result in additional covariations between variables involved in them. Before performing this averaging, a minor simplification of the equation was adopted. Considering that the R l (which is proportional to T a 4 ) and εσT a 4 terms are relatively small during the daytime as compared to the difference between the net radiation and LE terms and almost cancel each other, the above two small terms may be omitted. Using the notation F = R s (1-β)(1-a) -LE, assuming that C HR is a constant and neglecting a very small covariation between R s and albedo a, the simplified, spatially averaged surface energy budget can be written as follows:
,
where the overbar denotes a spatial average and a prime stands for a deviation from this average. It is essential to understand that the averaged surface budget accounts for a spatial aggregation of remotely sensed T s (Friedl, 2002) . The aggregation/averaging scale can be represented by both data resolutions of the MODIS LST. The covariation term involving temperatures is typically smaller than the corresponding mean component , because, in general, ( is about 280-300 K and T' a is in the range 5-10 K usually) and has the same order as ∆'. Conversely, covariations involving the wind speed have values that can be as large as those of the mean term because the wind speed deviation U'(z) and typically are of the same magnitude. Previous studies have not considered these covariations (Gao, 1995 , Friedl 2002 Caparrini et al., 2003) . Equation 5 shows that the average difference between temperatures is controlled not only by the mean fields of and , but also depends on spatial statistics including covariations of these variables.
The covariation term has a particular significance because it can be rewritten as σ 2 a -ρ as , where σ 2 a = is the variance of the air temperature and ρ as = denotes the covariation between T a and T s , thus providing a framework for ρ as or correlation estimation from the averaged energy budget (Equation 5). The equation can be readily used for ρ as evaluation at any arbitrary moment of time, t. Furthermore, it is easy to relate ρ as to covariations between both T a max and T a min with T s. Another (empirical) way to estimate the correlation coefficient R between T a and T s temperatures (R is defined as the value of ρ as normalized by standard deviations of T a and T s ) is considered in the next section of this paper.
Considering that the spatial deviations T' a and T' s are interrelated as follows T' s = -σ 0 T' a (Gao, 1995) , it is possible to rewrite the covariation as α 2 a (1-α 0 ). Here α 0 = 1/α T and α T is the temperature transfer coefficient reflecting a decreasing rate of the temperature spatial deviations with height. This coefficient may vary in the range of 0.45-0.95 (Gao, 1995) , increasing with surface roughness and decaying with the observation height z. Bearing in mind the above relation between T' a and T' s , one
can compare the covariation term with the mean temperature term . After minor rearrangements, the ratio between these terms can be expressed as 3 σ 2 a (1-α 0 )/ . This ratio is proven to be less than 0.01 (or 1%) for given typical values of involved quantities (α T = 0.9, σ a = 2.25 K, = 290 K, and = 5 K). This result indicates that the temperature covariation term has an overall negligible impact on the spatially averaged surface energy budget. Also, the spatial derivatives of this covariation term might be as large as those of the mean temperature term. These spatial derivatives of the terms involved in the surface energy balance in Equation 5 have been used in the interpolation routines (Gash, 1987) .
RESULTS
Plots of daily maximum and minimum T a show a relatively high day-to-day variability of these temperatures exceeding in the average 15ºC during a period from October to May (data not shown). This variability is apparently associated with the passage of cold fronts through the study area with a characteristic periodicity in the range of 6-12 days. Conversely, a lower day-to-day variability with related changes not exceeding 6-8ºC is manifested during the June-August period. These relatively low air temperature variations are modulated primarily by precipitation and/or cloud cover changes. Cold fronts could affect the study area during late June or August, although generally there is no sharp temperature change associated with the atmospheric fronts in this season. A joint analysis of T a and T s plots at selected locations over the state of Mississippi demonstrated a rather close agreement between them, indicating that MODIS LST can mimic observed day-to-day air temperature variability reasonably well, especially for the October-May "cold" season and the minimum temperature. This fact represents necessary empirical background for the current study and supports use of linear regression models to produce adequate estimates of T a temporal variations from the MODIS LST. Figure 2 shows examples for clear-sky diurnal variations of the normalized air temperature defined as (T a -T a min )/ (T a max -T a min ), where T a min and T a max are the daily minimum and maximum air temperatures, respectively. A regular diurnal cycle of the normalized temperature is evident, with a rather strong association between air normalized temperature at Terra and Aqua overpass time intervals shown as vertical dashed lines and corresponding values of T a min and T a max . Figure 2 explains the general idea for regression estimation of T a min and T a max from remote LST measurements, provided that LST and air temperature at satellite overpass time are strongly related.
Diurnal Cycle and Aggregation Scale
Terra satellite overpass time, t 0 (both AM and PM), may differ from the time when the daily maximum or minimum of the air temperature occurs. Thus, the impact of this time difference must be assessed, roughly estimated as 3 h for T a max and 8 h for T a min , on linear regression estimates of T a max and T a min from T a . Scatterplots shown in Figure 3 illustrate how closely T a sampled at t 0 is related to T a max and T a min using air temperature observations at Tupelo Regional Airport (AP) during 2000-2004. To provide homogeneity of meteorological conditions and thus better comparability between different dates, only measurements under all day/night clear-sky conditions
were used in Figure 3 . Partly cloudy or overcast weather will result in distortion of the relatively regular diurnal cycle of T a , illustrated in Figure 2 , leading to additional scatter between temperatures plotted in Figure 3 . The above estimates of the relationship between the air temperature sampled at t 0 and its maximum or minimum daily values might be considered as an ideal regression supposing that T a could be retrieved by satellite with perfect accuracy and neglecting potential deviations of the air temperature between in situ point surface measurements and area-averaged satellite data. Plots presented in Figure 3 indicate that even in these ideal conditions there is a noticeable scatter between T a sampled at satellite AM/PM overpass time and daily maximum/ minimum air temperature. This scatter can be evaluated as a standard deviation or σ of ∆ max = T a max -T a (10:30 AM) and of ∆ min = T a min -T a (10:30 PM). These ideal/expected relationships represent reference regression cases. Closer agreement and less scatter (σ is about 1°C on average) are observed between T a selected at 10:30 AM and T a max , reflecting a smaller time span of about 3 hours between observation times for these variables, than between T a sampled at 10:30 PM and T a min (the σ value of ∆ min exceeds 2°C), as is plainly depicted in Figure 3 and Table 2 . This Table also shows (both for the Terra and Aqua platforms and for different spatial resolutions) other relevant statistics for T a max versus LST and T a at 10:30 AM and T a min versus LST and T a at 10:30 PM, including the correlation coefficient The elevated level of point scattering for the T a min -T a relationship is mainly attributed to significant variations of T a values observed around 10:30 PM (Fig. 2) . As can be expected, similar plots created for Aqua overpass time (1:30 PM and 1:30 AM), which is very close to the T a max and T a min observation time (Fig. 2B) , produce substantially less scatter between T a and its daily maximum and minimum values (with σ values of 0.63°C and 1.32°C, respectively), particularly between T a sampled at 1:30 PM and T a max (Fig. 4 and Table 2 ). Comparing the performance of this ideal regression for both platforms, one cannot but infer that Aqua LST fields provide better results than those of Terra. Indeed, the σ values for ∆ max decrease about twofold in value from 1.46°C to 0.63°C and from 2.67°C to 1.32°C. Note that σ value of ∆ is a general measure of scattering between variables (in the above case they are T a, T a max , and T a min ) involved in the regression. Clearly lower values of σ result in more accurate regression estimates.
Similar scatterplots were also generated to evaluate regression performance between MODIS LST and daily T a max and T a min . Crosses in Figure 3 show corresponding relationships between them. It is reasonable to analyze relationships involving T a max and T a min separately, and at first we consider the T a max case. Using Terra late morning overpass LST (with 0.05° × 0.05° latitude-longitude resolution) instead of T a leads to deterioration of the regression with T a max . This is mainly manifested in significant lowering of the correlation from 0.99 for T a max and T a pairs to 0.94 and 0.97 for T a max and LST pairs at 0.05° latitude-longitude (approximately 5.0 km 2 ) and at 1.0 km 2 resolution, respectively. Using the LST instead of T a also results in increasing the standard deviation of ∆ max from 1.46°C to 3.12°C for 5.0 km 2 and to 2.09°C for 1.0 km 2 resolution (Table 2 ). There is no escape from the conclusion that LSTs with 1.0 km 2 resolution are in better and closer agreement with T a max in terms of higher R and lower standard deviations as compared with those of the 5.0 km 2 LST product. This conclusion is also valid for the Aqua LST product (Table 2 and Figs. 4A-4B). Unlike the ideal regression case between T a max and T a at 10:30 AM, a change from the Terra to the Aqua platform while using LST in place of T a does not lead to a regression improvement for both data resolutions. Corresponding changes in R remain insignificant at the 95% significance level and σ values remain at the same level as is shown on the left side of Table 2 .
The results reported in this section reflect relationships between temperatures under clear-sky conditions (whole daily cycle of T a ) only. These results may change if we relax all-day clear-sky sampling and select a broader sample of temperatures, permitting cloudiness to be present between MODIS overpass times. Therefore, R and standard deviations were recalculated for all cases with available LST observations. For convenience we refer to these results as a sample A, which is highlighted in Table 2 . MODIS LST products are retrieved under clear skies, implying only a negligible amount of clouds present within a MODIS pixel at the overpass time, and certainly some cloudiness may exist at the time of observed daily T a max and T a min . Additionally, one more estimate of R and standard deviation (B results) based on a selection of cloud-free conditions using a 1.5 h time-window around the MODIS overpass time and utilizing hourly in situ observations of cloudiness fraction were performed ( Table 2) . Variations of R and σ between A and B samples are attributed to a difference among in situ observed and MODIS-related cloud-free definition.
Comparing R and σ of the ideal regression results for T a max between all-day clear skies and B sampling, one can conclude that observed variations of cloudiness between MODIS overpass times have little effect on the regression performance. There are no statistically significant changes in R (Table 2) . Similarly, only slight reductions in R and increase of σ values occur when we change from clear-sky to B sampling for the regression between T a max and LST at both resolution. Conversely, both the Terra and Aqua data show a dramatic lowering of R and increasing σ values, which are observed for the T a max /LST pair when sampling strategy A has been used at 5.0 km 2 resolution (Table 2) . Therefore, sampling LST at MODIS 10:30 AM overpass time based on cloud-free conditions inferred from in situ surface observations can significantly improve original regression estimates between and LST (Table 2) .
In contrast to the case of T a max , an application of night-overpass LST instead of T a leads to a closer relationship with T a min and less scatter ( Fig. 3C and Table 2 ). This is particularly distinct for Terra LST, when R increases from 0.94 (ideal T a max regression) to 0.97 and 0.98 at 5.0 and 1.0 km 2 , respectively. All these changes in R are statistically significant at the 95% level, as depicted in Table 2 . There are no significant variations in R for the Aqua LST data. Corresponding σ changes demonstrate decreases from 2.67°C (1.32°C) for ideal regression to 1.89°C (1.68°C) and to 1.49°C (0.97°C) for the regression with LST at 1.0 and 5.0 km 2 , respectively. 4 The high level of R values shown in Table 2 , which typically exceed a 0.9 threshold, were not an unexpected result, representing mainly seasonally substantial and coherent changes in T a and LST temperatures. Applying stratification of R for specific seasons results in an overall decrease of correlation coefficient values. At most stations over the study area, R drops on average to as low as 0.6-0.9 (Mostovoy et al., 2005) for season samples at individual points and exhibits marked seasonal variations ( Fig. 11 and Table 3 ). Migration to the lower (32 km 2 ) resolution for T a and T s data, available every three hours from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) online archive (Mesinger et al., 2004) , results in little seasonal variability of point correlation coefficients (Mostovoy et al., 2005) . These findings are also confirmed by a similar temperature data analysis at other hourly-reporting locations (Fig. 5) .
The above results clearly show that sampling conditions substantially affect T a max versus Terra or Aqua 5.0 km 2 LST regression performance estimated in terms of R and standard deviation values. They change significantly when going from all-day cloud-free to LST sampling (A sampling), leading to a marked deterioration of the regression. The LST sampling based on the surface in situ observations of the cloudiness (B sampling) leads to closer agreement with the ideal regression. This result Table 4 . 4 Values in parentheses stand for the statistic based on the Aqua data. provides the potential for improvement of T a max regression estimates using 5.0 km 2 LST data by the appropriate sampling of the clear-sky conditions at MODIS overpass times. In contrast, both the Terra and Aqua 1.0 km 2 LST products demonstrate that R and σ values are almost insensitive to changes in sampling method. A change from 5.0 to 1.0 km 2 resolution only slightly improves the overall regression performance between T a (max/min) and LST (Table 2 and Figs. 3 and 4) . The relationship between LST and T a min is proven to be closer in terms of higher R values and lower standard deviations as compared with those for T a max regression for both resolutions of Terra data.
View Angle and Vegetation Fraction
The MODIS TIR sensor view zenith angle θ varies between ±65°, and a negative sign of θ means the TIR sensor is viewing the pixel from the east. The angle θ controls the LST value over partially vegetated pixels, since the view angle regulates distribution of the TIR signal between the vegetation and the background soil components. These components usually have different temperatures, and spatial and day-to-day changes of θ over the study area may cause LST variability. Therefore, when performing the regression analysis between T a and T s temperatures, it is important to evaluate the potential impact of view-angle variations on regression estimates at a regional scale. First, we consider dependence of ∆ max and ∆ min , which describe the difference between T a (max/min) and T s measured at MODIS Terra overpass times upon θ. Although θ typically changes sign for a given pixel every other day, our preliminary study reveals no feasible difference in temperature between two T s sets sampled for positive and negative view angles. Thus, both positive and negative (substituted by abs(θ)) values of θ are used together in this study.
Neglecting differences in thermal emissivity between bare soil and vegetation and taking into account that both emissivities are close to unity, remotely sensed surface temperature may be expressed as :
where T s0 is the bare soil temperature and T v is the vegetation canopy temperature. A fraction of the TIR radiometer field of view f(θ) occupied by vegetation can be written as :
Equation 7 is valid for the random canopy with a spherical leaf angle distribution that is represented by the extinction coefficient 0.5 in the exponent and predicts an overall growth of f with increasing θ (Campbell and Norman, 1998) . The rate of this growth is LAI dependent, so that lower values of LAI result in higher growth rates of f with view angle. The dashed lines in Figure 6 (A, C) show the f(θ) function for different LAI values (1, 2, and 3); additionally, the function [1-f(θ)] is depicted for LAI = 1 and LAI = 3 in Figure 6 (B, D). Formulae (6) and (7) as a vegetation fraction , but we will use this compact name to denote f in the rest of the paper without regard for the θ value. During the clear-sky day T s0 > T v usually, so we can assume for simplicity that they are interrelated as follows: T s 4 0
T v 4 + 4T v 3 δ, where the first-order Taylor expansion for T s 4 0 is used, and δ = T s0 -T v . Substitution of this relationship results in the following approximate expression for the surface temperature:
The equation predicts decreasing T s with the growth of f for a specified constant value of the temperature difference δ between soil and vegetation. For example, if δ = 5 K, T v = 290 K and f changes from 0.6 to 0.9 (due to θ variations from 0° to 65°, respectively). T s measured by TIR at θ = 0° (as compared with that retrieved at θ = 65°) decreased by 0.51% (the absolute value of the lowering of T s is 1.4°C), and increased up to 2.9°C for the larger temperature difference δ = 10 K. Both values represent a significant change in T s that cannot be ignored when performing T s spatial analysis or interpolation. Due to daily variations in the surface temperature and difficulties in choosing an appropriate/universal scaling or normalization for this variability, there were no obvious indications of decreasing T s with increasing θ in MODIS TIR data over the state during day/night hours. The absence of θ dependence in the MODIS LST data is very likely masked by relatively high day-to-day variations of T s . Typically, during late evening and night hours δ ≈ 0 or even less than zero, so θ-dependence of T s must be weak or nearly absent. Also the equation predicts an increase in TIR-measured surface temperature with θ in case of δ < 0.
Figures 6 and 7 represent scatterplots for ∆ and θ at Tupelo (34.27°N, 88.77°W) and Saucier (30.63°N, 89.05°W) for the periods May-September and October-April. Here we adopted the following notation: ∆ max = T a max -T s (10:30 AM) and ∆ min = T a min -T s (10:30 PM) . These examples clearly demonstrate that, contrary to T s , ∆ reveals rather θ-consistent behavior that correlated well with predictions of T s from equation (8), so that typically ∆ max increase and ∆ min slightly decrease or remain constant with the view angle. The LST 5.0 km 2 resolution data illustrated in Figures 6 and 7 indicate a linear regression relationship between ∆ and θ that is obtained by application of the robust least-squares procedure (Holland and Welsch, 1977) . This procedure relaxed the influence of outliers in the data upon regression estimates and might be advantageous in the present case of considering noisy LST satellite measurements. Figures 6 and 7 describe f (A, B) or (1-f) (C, D) θ dependence estimated for different values of LAI (Equation 7). Figure 6 (A, B) illustrates that a positive slope parameter of the regression between ∆ max and θ, reflecting an increase of ∆ max with the view angle, is dominant during the May-September period. For a given slope parameter value (presented in the lower left corners of the plots in Figure 6 ) and θ change from 0° to 65°, this increase of ∆ max may range from 2.84°C to 1.33°C at Tupelo and Saucier, respectively. The above gradual changes in ∆ max are in perfect agreement with θ-related variations of T s during the daytime, estimated from equation (8) earlier in this section. Histograms of the slope parameter in Figure 9A for all available points over the study area also strongly support the dominance of positive values of this parameter for the May-September period by producing a remarkable shift toward positive numbers. Unlike the ∆ max case, the slope parameter of the regression between ∆ min and view angle is almost normally distributed with a small, noticeable shift toward negative values. This pattern is also consistent with predictions of weak θ dependence of T s during nighttime hours. At the same time, there are no such peculiarities in the slope distribution between ∆ max and ∆ min during October-April (Fig. 9) . . Counts in each bin were normalized by the total number of observations that are presented in Table 4 for May-Sept. (A) and Oct.-Apr. (B) periods. Taking into account the relatively small values of the slope, within ± 0.01°C/deg range (Fig. 9) , the regression intercept parameter can be considered as a mean estimate of the ∆ value. Figure 8 illustrates the geographical distribution of mean ∆ max values for the May-September and October-April periods generated by cubic spline interpolation from station points. Additionally, Figure 8 shows symbols at station locations indicating a dominant MODIS PFT category within 1.0 km 2 using a land cover classification derived from MOD12Q1. Applying other classifications like the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme Scheme did not significantly alter the results (Townshend et al., 1994) .
Considering fields of ∆ max and cover types together allows us to conclude that the temperature difference ∆ max is negative, in general, over crops and grassland pixels (PFT types 6-8) and usually is slightly positive over forests (PFT types 1-4). Table 4 provides solid support for this preliminary inference. The mean value of ∆ max changes from -1.45°C (-1.81°C) for the crops and grasslands to -0.2°C (-0.77°C) for the forest cover types during the May-September period. 5 The observed changes in the mean values of ∆ max and ∆ min between various cover types shown in Table 4 are statistically significant at the 99% and 95% levels, respectively. These results are also in good qualitative agreement with Figure 8 in Goetz (1997) , showing a systematic decrease in the surface temperature with an increase of the green vegetation fraction measured by the spectral vegetation index. Figure 10 illustrates scatterplots between ∆ max and f and between ∆ min and (1-f) for all available stations over the study area. Both for the May-September and October-April periods, the relationship between ∆ max and f proves to be closer than between ∆ min and f, with R values of 0.48 and 0.43, respectively. Figure 11 shows scatterplots of the correlation coefficient between T a (max/min) and LST (10:30 AM/ PM) versus the vegetation cover f. There was no apparent relationship between values of these correlations and cover types and vegetation fractions except for correlations between T a max and LST at 10:30 AM during the May-September period (Fig. 11A ). The smallest scattering of R values with f is observed for T a max versus LST during October-April (Fig. 11B) . R demonstrated rather broad variations between different stations, even for fixed cover types and the same range of f. These substantial variations of R could be associated with surface heterogeneity at the sub-pixel scale, and we intend to analyze this link in future work.
CONCLUSIONS
MODIS TIR LST measurements can be used for linear regression estimates of daily air maximum and minimum temperatures for any geographical region. If the correlation level between the air temperature and LST is high, assimilation of these estimates can improve the local/regional accuracy of air temperature fields produced by spatial interpolation from point surface observations. This property of the LST satellite product is of particular importance for various environmental and ecological models, which require the surface air temperature fields with a spatial resolution of about 1 km 2 . Predictions of these models depend critically on the quality of input fields. Previous studies also showed the benefits of using nighttime LST as a valuable predictor for operational forecasts of the daily air minimum temperature.
The correlation coefficient (R) and the difference between the air temperatures and LSTs have shown rather consistent variations with pixel resolution, view zenith angle of the MODIS instrument, satellite overpass time, season, land-cover type, and the vegetation fraction over the state of Mississippi during the years 2000-2004. While R values between maximum temperature and LST were well stratified and separated depending on season (May-September or October-April) and time of day (maximum or minimum temperature), there were no certain indications for any dependence of R on cover type and the vegetation fraction. Therefore, seasonal weather variability (related to the frequency and intensity of cold atmospheric fronts affecting the study area) has proven to be more important than surface cover as a factor controlling observed level of R at 1.0 and 5.0 km 2 aggregation scales of MODIS LST data.
The difference between maximum air temperature and LST demonstrated linear increase with view angle (1-2°C for angle changes from 0° to ±65°) and remained constant or slightly decreased in case of the daily air minimum temperature. These changes were in a good agreement with predictions from a simple mixed-pixel model including both bare soil and vegetation-cover components of the TIR signal. While an average interpolation accuracy of 1-2°C for air temperature is acceptable by some applications, angle dependence can be neglected. By using LST data selected by applying the view zenith angle threshold (±40° or ±20°), interpolation accuracy can be improved at some locations while effectively reducing the availability of LST data, and therefore indirectly lowering the quality of representation (spatial detail) of the interpolated air temperature.
On average during May-September, the absolute value of this difference revealed a marked reduction by 1°C over more vegetated areas such as forests in comparison with less vegetated or more open ground such as crops or grassland. This feature was more distinct for the difference between maximum air temperature and LST, and was in overall qualitative agreement with numerous previous findings. This demonstrated that LST decreased linearly and approached screen air temperature asymptomatically as long as the fraction of the green vegetation cover increased.
The contribution of non-linear effects associated with non-zero spatial covariations between variables involved in the surface energy balance equation has been proven to be negligible for temperature terms; the covariation contribution to the mean difference between air temperature and LST was <1% for a typical range of environmental variables. Sampling data from all-day clear skies based on hourly in situ observations resulted in a statistically significant improvement of correlation and in a lowering of the standard deviation for difference between air temperature and 5.0 km 2 LST. This result indicates a marked degradation of the relationship between air temperature and LST due to partly-cloudy sky and sub-pixel cloudiness.
Both Terra and Aqua high-resolution LST exhibited a small, but persistent, increase in correlation between the air temperature and LST, as compared with the coarse-resolution LST. However, the overall improvement was not as much as might be expected from using higher resolution. Changing from Terra to Aqua LST did not substantially alter estimated correlations, indicating that a time difference between the moment of the satellite overpass and the time when maximum or minimum air temperature was observed was not critical for controlling the correlation level between air temperature and LST. This inference was also supported by exceptionally strong correlations (R ≥ 0.99) observed between maximum air temperature and that of measured at 10:30 AM. These high R values for air temperatures suggested that factors other than the time difference acting to lower observed correlations and to increase scattering between the air temperature and LST. Therefore, Terra globally gridded LST fields (MODIS name MOD11C1) with coarse resolution are probably most useful for regression estimates of the screen air temperatures, implying a certain tradeoff between better spatial coverage and quality/accuracy of this LST product in comparison with the high-resolution fields.
